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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the recent tools used for studying equations of the form 
Lx = Nx (1) 
where L: Dom L C U -+ I’ is linear (and not necessarily continuous) and 
N: U---f V is not necessarily linear, U, V being Banach spaces, is the 
coincidence degree theory, developed by Mawhin [l] and applied in [2, 3,4]. 
It basically consists of transforming Eq. (1) into an equivalent fixed point 
problem and then applying the Leray-Schauder degree theory. 
This method is used here to obtain new results concerning the existence of 
a solution for Eq. (1). All the results presented have the common feature of 
requiring on the nonlinear term some growth restriction of the type NX = 
o(jl x jia), with 01 < 1, when /I x 11 + co (i.e., lim,,o,,-m 11 Nx II/II x Ila = 0). In 
Section 2, the standard assumptions made here about L and N are listed; an 
equivalent equation is then presented in Section 3 and the basic existence 
criterion based on the Leray-Schauder degree is recalled. In Sections 4 and 5, 
the new existence theorems are given, whereas, in Section 6, an application 
to periodic solutions of ordinary differential equations is presented, which 
generalizes previous results of Lazer and Leach [S]. 
2. STANDARD HYPOTHESES ABOUT L AND N 
The domain of the linear mapping L has been denoted by Dom L; its range 
is denoted by Im L, its kernel by Ker L and its cokernel V/Im L by Coker L. 
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It is assumed that Im L is closed and that Ker L and Coker L are jinite dimen- 
sional with equal dimension m. Moreover, L is supposed to have a compact 
right inverse I?. Under the above hypotheses, L is a Fredholm operator of 
index 0; projectors P, Q and a compact linear operator K: Im L + U can be 
found such that PU = Ker L, (I - Q)V = Im L, LK = I, PK = 0. 
On the other hand, the function N: U + V is assumed to be continuous and 
to map bounded sets into bounded sets. 
3. AN EQUIVALENT EQUATION AND A BASIC EXISTENCE CRITERION 
In this section, a basic existence criterion for solutions of Eq. (1) is recalled. 
It is a particular case of more general results contained in [I] and is given 
here only for the sake of completeness. Its proof is based on the following 
remark. 
LEMMA. Equation (1) is equivalent to the equation 
x=Px+JQNx+K(I-Q)Nx, 
where J is any isomorphism between QV and Ker L. 
Because of the standard assumptions made in Section 2, the operator 
M: U --f U: x H x - Px - JQNx - K(I - Q) NX is a completely con- 
tinuous perturbation of the identity. Therefore, the Leray-Schauder degree 
theory can be applied; it yields the following result. 
THEOREM A. Under the standard hypotheses of Section 2. Eq. (1) will have 
a solution provided that 
(i) (3R > 0) (VA E [0, l])(Vx: 11 x I/ = R, x E DomL), 
x # Px + JQNx + XK(I - Q) Nx; 
(ii) the Brouwer degree dB( JQN lKerL , S(0, R) IT Ker L, 0) is diflmmt 
from 0. 
In the above proposition, S(0, R) is the open ball of center 0 and radius R in U 
and JQN AL is the restriction of JQN to Ker L. 
4. A FIRST EXISTENCE THEOREM 
The existence theorem presented below is based on some regularity assump- 
tion concerning the behavior of N at infinity. 
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In the sequel, the same symbol ]I * 11 will be used for both norms in U and I/‘, 
use of the context should remove the ambiguity. 
THEOREM 1. Let the standard conditions of Section 2 be fulfilled. Moreover, 
let us assume that 
(i) (3a d I), Nx = o(ll x 11~) for II x II - co; 
(ii) (3~<~,K>0,p~O)(V~~~~~~:II~l13p),//Q~~II~~II~lIB; 
(iii) (36 > O)(Vx E Ker L: II x Ij 2 p)(Vy E U: II y II < c I/ x II”), 
II QNx - QNx + r)ll ==c K II x llB; 
(iv> MJQN IIWL, S(0, R) n KerL, 0) # 0 for R 3 p. 
Then, Eq. (1) has a solution. 
Proof. The conclusion clearly follows from Section 2 if it can be proven 
that the set S = {x E Dom L: x = Px + JQNx + hK(I - Q) Nx for some 
X E [0, I]} is bounded. This will be done by contradiction. If x E S, it is clear 
that 
(I - P)x = hK(I - Q) Nx, QNx = 0. 
If S is unbounded, the growth restriction on N implies that 
(1 - P)x = 411 xII=) for II x II - 00, x E s, 
and consequently, that 
,,*,,$p& II px II/II x II = 1. 
It then follows from the above relations and from hypothesis (iii) that a 
number R 3 p exists such that 
(Vx E S: II x II 3 RI, II QJ’Jf’x II = II QNf’x - QNx II < K/I Px /Is; 
but this contradicts hypothesis (ii) and shows that S cannot be unbounded. 
An immediate consequence of the above theorem is the following. 
COROLLARY. Let hypothesis (iii) in Theorem 1 be replaced by 
(iii’) N is continuously Frkhet da@rentiable otz U with Frkchet derivative 
N’(x) and 
,,$rm II N’(x)ll II x IF = 0. 
Then, the conclusion of Theorem 1 still holds. 
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Proof. Indeed, the inequality 
II Nx - N(x + Y)ll < II Y II eE;f;+Y1 II wm 
where [x, x + y] is the line segment joining the points x and x + y, shows 
clearly that hypothesis (iii) follows from (iii’). 
5. A SECOND EXISTENCE THEOREM 
This second theorem is slightly different in nature; no longer is an assump- 
tion made on the regularity of N (or QN) at infinity, but an explicit condition 
is given ensuring that S is bounded and that 
~B[JQN Kerr 3 S(0, R) n Ker L, 0] # 0 
for R large. This condition is written in terms of an inner product defined 
on some space X containing (topologically) both U and V. On the other hand, 
7J is supposed to be contained (topologically) in a normed space Y whose 
norm is denoted by ((1 . [I/. 
THEOREM 2. Let the standard conditions of Section 2 be fs@lled. Let X be an 
inner product space, with inner product (., .) and Y be a normed space such that 
the following topological inclusions are valid: U, V C X, and U C Y. Let the 
projector Q of Section 2 be orthogonal in X. Moreover, let us assume that 
(i) (301: 0 < cx < l), Nx = o(il x I\=) for I/ x II - GO; 
(ii) continuous linear operators H: U ---f V and II: U --f U exist such that 
(4 H IlmL is an isomorphism between Ker L and Q V, 
(b) I7 lKerL is one-to-one, 
(c) ($3: 0 <p < CY: 2o < 1 + P)(3a > 0, b 3 0) (Vx E U), (Hx, Nx) 3 
a 111 Hx ///l+E - b. 
Then, Eq. (1) has a solution. 
Proof. Again let 
S = (x E U: x = Px + JQNx + hK(1 - Q) Nx for some h E [0, l]>; 
it will be shown first that S cannot be unbounded. As in Theorem 1, the 
growth restriction on N implies that 
(1 - J-9 = o(II x II? for 11 x // -+ co, x E S; (4 
,,r,,$~xES II px II/II x II = 1. (3) 
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On the other hand, it follows from hypothesis (iic) that, for x E U, 
K being such that (x, y) < K II x 11 /Iy 11 for x E U, y E V. 
All norms on a finite dimensional space being equivalent, a number m > 0 
exists such that )/I IIx ]I( > m /I x 11 f orxEKerL(thenorm)IxIIisthatof V); 
the following relation then holds: 
Ill nx III > III l7Z% Ill - Ill WI - P>x I/i b m I/ Px II - 44 II 17 II IIV - + IL 
where M is the norm of the injection from U into Y. 
Letp&ObesuchthatM/I17IIl](I-P)xj/ <mIIPxjlforxES,/Ix/I~p; 
such a number exists in view of (2). Using the inequality (1 - z>y > 1 - yz 
forO<z<l,y>l,oneobtains,forxES,IJx\l>p, 
/jl 17x l//1+8 > ml+@ II Px ll1+B - M(1 + B) m* II 17 II ll(I - Pb II II Px Ilee 
Combining the above relation with (4) and taking into account the fact that 
(ffx,(I-Q)Y) = Of or x E KerL, y E V, it follows that, for x E S, /I x II 2 p, 
(HPx, QNx) > aml+B I / Px II 1+6 - aM(l + B) mB II 17 II IIV - P>x II II Px IIB 
- k II H II IIV - P)x II II Nx II - b. 
Because 20r < 1 + ,!?, it follows from the above relation, from (2) (3) and 
from hypothesis (i), that a number R > p exists such that 
(HPx, QNx) > 0 for x E S, 11 x 11 > R. (5) 
A contradiction is obtained as QNx = 0 for x E S and S must therefore be 
bounded. 
It remains to be shown that 
4dLQN lmr~, S(0, R) n Ker L, 0] # 0 
for some isomorphism _T between QF’ and Ker L. Let 1 = H*, the adjoint of 
HI xerL. (i.e., (Hx,y) = (x, H*y) for x E KerL, y EQV) and let the homo- 
topy G: Ker L x [0, l] be defined by G(x, h) = (1 - A)x + xH* QNx. 
It results from hypothesis (iic) that 
(Hx, QNx) > umlfB )I x l11+B - b for x E Ker L, 
which implies that (G(x, h), x) > 0 and, consequently, G(x, X) # 0 for 
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)I x 1) 3 R. The property of invariance of the degree with respect to an 
homotopy then yields 
&SW* QN IKer L 3 S(0, R) n Ker L, 0] = 1. 
When /I > 0, an immediate consequence of the above theorem is that the 
equation Lx = Nx + y has, under the conditions listed above for L and N, 
a solution for any y E V, so that the theorem actually provides a surjectivity 
criterion in that case. The situation is slightly different for @ = 0, in which 
case the following theorem is found concerning the equation 
Lx=ivx+y. (6) 
The proof is completely analogous to the previous one. 
THEOREM 2’. Let us replace hypotheses (i) and (iic) in Theorem 2 by 
(i’) (3~4: 0 < 01 < l/2), 10x = o(II x 11”) for (1 x (1 + co; 
(ii’c) (la > sup{(Hx, Qy)/ill IIx 111: x E Ker L}) (3b 3 0) (Vx E U), 
(Hx, mx> > a III ~CC Ill - b. 
Then, Eq. (6) has a solution. 
6. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF SYSTEMS OF SECOND ORDER 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
The results of the previous section can be applied to the existence problem 
of 2rr-periodic solutions for the system 
i + Dx = f(t, x), .f(t + 277, x) = f(t, x) (7) 
where x E R”, f~ C[R x R”, IF!“] (th e s p ace of continuous functions from 
If3 x II%” into UP), D = diag(k12,..., K,s), the numbers ki, 1 < i < n, being 
integers. Let 7J = V be the Banach space of functions from II3 into UP which 
are continuous and 2r-periodic, with the norm (( x II = sup{/ x(t)1 : t E R}, 
1 . ( being any norm in UP. Let Dom L C U be the subspace of twice con- 
tinuously differentiable 2?r-periodic functions. 
With the operators L and N defined by L: Dom L ---f U: x I+ 4 + Dx, 
N: U -+ U: x I-+ f( ., x( .)), the problem (7) takes the form Lx = Nx. The 
kernel of L is 
KerL = {x: xi(t) = a, cos kit + bi sin kit with a, , bi E [w, 1 < i < n> 
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and its range is 
Projectors P: U --f Ker L and I - Q: U -+ Im L are then defined by 
s 
2n 
(Px), (t) = (Qx)i (t) = Tr-1 cos kJ cos hitx,(t) dt 
0 
+ n-l sin Kit 
s 
2n 
sin k@,(t) dt for 1 < i < n; 
0 
it is obvious that these projectors are orthogonal in Ln2[0, 2771, the inner 
product being (x, y) = f: fry dt; ur denotes the transpose of a for 
a E Iw”. The normed space Y of Theorem 2 will be taken here to be 
Li+s[O, 2~1. With the above definitions, the following result holds. 
PROPOSITION 1. The system (7) has a 2v-periodic solution provided that 
(i) (3~: 0 6 01 < l), liml,l,, (jf(t, x)1/\ x 1”) = 0, uniformly in t; 
(ii) a continuous 2x-periodic matrix function K(.) and a matrix I? = 
diag(ol, ,..., a,), with CQ = & 1, exist such that 
(a) K(t) x(t) = 0 on R, xEKerLax=O; 
(b) (3,% 0 < /3 < Q, 2ar - 1 < /3)(&z > 0, p 3 0) (Vt E R) 
(VXE R”: 1 x / 3 p), (ETx)Tf(t, x) > a j K(t)x /l+B. 
Proof. Let us show that the conditions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled. 
Condition (i) implies that numbers c, d 3 0 exist such that 
(Vt E W)(Vx E UP), lf(t, x)1 ,< c I x /OL + d 
or (Vx E U), II Nx II ,( c II x /Ia + d. 
It is then clear that, for cz < 0~’ < 1, Nx = o([l x lla’) for (( x II--+ cc. On the 
other hand, the operators H, I;I: U -+ U defined by (Hx)(t) = Rx(t), 
VW(t) = WI x(t) are clearly such that H IKerl. is an isomorphism between 
KerL and QV, and 17 \xerL is injective. Moreover, numbers a, b > 0 exist 
such that 
(Vt E R)(Vx E R”) @x)*f(t, x) > a ( K(t)x \1+e - b; 
consequently, (Vx s U), 
I” ((Hx)(t))T f (t, x(t)) dt > a L2* I(17x)(t)11+‘J dt - b. 
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As a’ can be chosen in such a way that 201’ < 1 + /3, the conclusion follows 
immediately from Theorem 2. 
A consequence of the above proposition is the following 
COROLLARY. The system (7) has a 2r-periodic solution provided that 
(i) (3~ 0 < 01 < l), liml,l,, (f(t, x)1/1 x 1”) = 0, uniformZ~~ in t; 
(ii) there exists a matrix B = diag(or, ..., a,) with ai = fl and there 
exist numbers /I < CL, a > 0, p > 0 such that 
(a) /3 3 0, 2~ - 1 < j3; 
(b) (Vt E R)(Vx E R”: I x 1 Z p), (fix)Tf(t, x) > 0, 
(c) (3ti E [0,2w), 1 < i < n) (36 > 0) (VT E [ti - E, ti + 61) 
(Vx E R”: / x / >, p), @x)*f(7, x) 3 a 1 xi 11+e. 
Proof. The corollary corresponds to the choice of a continuous matrix 
function K( .) such that K&(t) = Q,(t) with 
(1) 0 G c(t) < 1 Vt E R, 
(2) ci(t) = 0 for t # [ti - E f 234 ti + E f 24, (1 = 0, 1, 2...). 
(3) 44 f 0 for a 7 E [ti - E f 274 ti + E Ij, 24 
A particular case of interest is the scalar equation 
i + 712x = f(f, x), f(t + 27r, x) = f(t, x) 
for which the following proposition is obtained, taking /3 = 0. 
(8) 
PROPOSITION 2. The system (8) has a 2n-periodic solution provided that 
(i) (301: 0 < 01 < l/2), 1 iml,l,,(if(t, x)1/l x 13 = 0, uniformly in t; 
(ii) numbers p > 0, a > 0 exist such that, for i = 1 or i = -1, 
(a) (Vt E R) (Vx E R: I x / 3 p)i sgn xf (t, x) 2 0; 
(b) (It* E [0,24) (‘de > 0) (VT E [t” - E, t* + E]), 
(Vx E R: I x ( > p), i sgn xf(t, x) 3 a. 
A slightly different version can be given if the equation has the form 
f+n2x=h(t)+f(t,x) with f(t+2r,x)=f(t,x), h(t+2rr)= h(t); (9) 
it is based on Theorem 2’. 
PROPOSITION 2’. The system (9) has a 2m-periodic solution provided that 
(i) (3~ 0 < 01 < l/2), limi,l,,(jfT(t, x)1/ x Ia) = 0, uniformly in t; 
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(ii) there exists a number p > 0 such that, JOY i = 1 OY i = - 1, 
(Vt E R)(Vx E R: 11 x /I 2 p), i sgn xf(t, x) > 7~A/4 where A = (a2 + @l/z, 
a = r-l JF h(t) cos nt dt, b = 4 sr h(t) sin nt dt. 
The above proposition generalizes the result of Lazer and Leach [5]. 
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